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00:00	
To get underway, right from the start here with a bit of introduction and instructions. I'm Tim Dyck. And 
along with my colleague, Dr. Anwar, I serve as a polling on the support team for BC’s Healthy 
Minds|Healthy Campus’ Community of Practice. And I'd like to welcome you all to the first installment of 
the 2021 Western symposium webinar series that is happening under the auspices of the Post-
Secondary Education Partnership Alcohol Harms, PEP-AH for short, will acquaint you more with PEP-
AH in a few moments, but we at HM|HC in BC are hosting this first webinar. And Healthy Campus 
Saskatchewan is providing the platform for all three of them and is hosting the second which will take 
place one week from today, on April 28. And Healthy Campus Alberta is handling registration for all 
three of them. And it's hosting the third one two weeks after that on May 12.  
 
Luckily all of you are much more adept than I am at using the zoom platform and its various functions 
from unmuting yourself when invited or needed and that is in the bottom left corner image of your 
screen and then also accessing the chat function to post questions you might have or comments that 
you might have. To access links that are supplied there, and there will be some. And that of course, is 
the chat box. It's at the bottom middle of your screen there. You can access it that way. And then 
providing your preferred name and indicating your reactions and things like this. If you have signed up 
for closed captioning, there's a link in chatbox for that and when you open the link you'll need to open a 
second window on your screen to see it during the session. So Bev Drew from Healthy Campus 
Saskatchewan is very kindly managing my slides and she will also be monitoring the chat box and 
assigning you to breakout groups along the way, in response to questions that we will pose in the 
slides, and they're available will be available to you on a link supplied in the chat so that you can see 
them when you're in those breakout rooms. Now we're recording the main session portions when we're 
all together and those portions, those recordings will be made available on the website for Healthy 
Campus  Alberta.  
 
So we're going to then get underway here with our session today. And the first Firstly, we want to thank 
PEP-AH for inviting us at HMHC to hosting and contribute to the first installment in this three part 
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webinar series this spring. On a personal note, I am very grateful for the opportunity to be party to 
various conversations in the past with personnel. I also had the privilege of pleasure of participating in 
our PEP-AH Western symposium in Calgary in 2018, when we were all able to meet together in-person. 
Back in 2009 to the title Today's webinar has been identified in the promos and is on the slide before 
you: Alcohol Harm Reduction within Campus Community Health Promotion. But before we get into that 
I’ll begin with some brief Introduction then to our sponsors.	
	
03:46	
Next slide please. Yes, I’m presenting today from the traditional, ancestral and unceded territories of 
the Semiahmoo, Katzie, Kwikwetlem, Kwantlen, Qayqayt and Tsawwassen First Nations, on which 
lands I am privileged to learn, work and play.  

PEP-AH is short for Post-secondary Education Partnership Alcohol Harms it's been active and in 
operation since 2015. You can check out much more later on its website https://pepah.ca/home/. PEP-
AH has some national staff support very keen and zealous national staff support I might add from the 
Canadian Center on Substance Use and Addiction and that's why you see their branding on the screen 
as well. Next. So we have before you the fact that PEP-AH is represented in nearly every province in 
our country and to the BC where I'm situated. And you see there the three major PEP-AH commitments 
and I would like to say that HM|HC likewise encourages efforts to understand campus drinking cultures 
to consider the most promising ways to reduce harm and to really do that in a very collaborative 
manner.  
 
So we, we applaud PEP-AH for these commitments and missions stance and which I might add by 
envisioning that students live up to their potential really go beyond harm reduction and As well you see 
the the three major objectives that are features their purpose endeavors as you look at them along with 
me. You can see that their objectives that can be readily appreciated by all of us. Next. So next 
Wednesday and in two weeks after that on May 12 will come the second and the third webinars in this 
PEP-AH series that are hosted respectively by healthy therapists Saskatchewan in health camps 
Alberta, and we will welcome your presence at these webinars to with their particular prototype or 
reflection and action. You see with the second one, How to Use a Motivational Interviewing Approach in 
Peer Outreach programs. And then with the third one, the Sober Paradox, Exploring the Role of Alcohol 
In Our Culture, Campuses and Lives.  
 
So our focus today Well, perhaps not so obviously concrete in particular is those latter two is I would 
suggest more foundational and something of a fitting started to the series. And that is again, alcohol 
harm reduction within campus community health promotion. Yes So why harm reduction within health 
promotion? We're not sitting here to really applaud one at the expense of the other or to set them at 
odds but are there actually some differences that we should attend to and reflect on when responding 
to substance use issues? Reading out of all so hence we have these questions for you to listen to and 
to talk with each other in breakout rooms. So again, you can keep these questions in front of you by 
open the link in the chat box right now. And opening a second rendering on your screen to see the 
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questions. Once you're placed in the group, we're only giving  you eight minutes in the breakout room 
Just barely enough time to start this talking with each other about these questions and you do so 
without an assigned facilitator - I apologize. These are the processions included likely getting tempted 
to start? conversations that you will take with you beyond these breakout rooms we trust you'll enjoy 
getting started with them in that way. So please be brief with your intros to each other and then your 
comments so that other people have a chance to participate. We're making groups as manageable as 
possible. So click on accept, join when you get your invitation which should be momentary and then 
we'll bring you back in due course. So please go to it.	
	
08:44	
Alrighty, while we received you back to the main room here and the conversation gave you enough 
opportunity to at least begin to reflect together in a further way about this relationship. And our own take 
on it is that in terms of health promotion and harm reduction, how we can really see them in regard to 
each other. Our own take on that is summarily offered and our new HM|HC resource that we had just 
released or formally introduced in connection with this webinar, harm reduction, a guide for campus 
communities. And even in regard to health promotion, we draw in the 1968 Ottawa Charter, the 2015 
Okanagan Charter, so works by veteran health promoter and educator David Buchanan, and mental 
health specialists and that was John Rayburn. We think what we're working with here is somewhat of a 
more encompassing and conditioning construct with health promotion than any you might see in the 
PEP-AH framework itself, but in terms of aspects of difference from our vantage point, health promotion 
as a broader salutogenic and it's a salutogenic, coordinated, holistic integrated well-being than harm 
reductions. A Pathogenically framed focus on avoiding injury and illness whereas health promotion 
seeks well-being at sort of both a personal and a collective level and helping them is interested in a 
whole complex range of phenomena, features, factors, drivers or prompters that are related to research 
as a social practice. While harm reduction is generally concentrated on particularly risky patterns of 
behavior in their context, health promotion acknowledges and appreciates positive outcomes or 
benefits from use, while harm reduction is primarily concerned with minimizing negative consequences, 
detriments, and damage. Health Promotion tends to address a more inclusive audience, communities 
and their members, while harm reduction targets those who use and care providers to provide optimal 
participants increase capacity to the variously manage, control, and improve while harm reduction 
seeks protection, uptake of specific strategies, ways and means was less predetermined than harm 
reduction. It's more in really more affirmative than protectionist orientation. Next slide, please.  
 
They have a lot in common and we want to affirm that very much. This is really crucial and really when 
you look at them, they are both as much more empathic and identifying and egalitarian and equity 
driven, and more about affirming autonomy and agency and dignity, more consultative, dialogic, 
collaborative than the tendency of strict use prevention, which is to be more predetermined, more 
authoritarian, more unidirectional, more prescriptive and to impose measures. And so we appreciate 
these characteristics of harm reduction as we see them from Harm Reduction International for example 
in their definition and description and other books. Use articles in the field next week. So our own 
attempt in the Healthy Mind Healthy Campuses I'm really engaged in health promotion and within that 
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harm reduction has especially come through the changing the culture and CCSU substance use project 
and initiative and we have just a little bit of that on the screen of for you, and I'm not going to just run 
through those points. But there really are different cultures of substance use in the campus context. 
Including around alcohol and health promotion really, in terms of its change objectives might vary 
among these cultures. And when we refer to culture you might say, well, isn't that something rather 
abstract rather nebulous, rather ethereal, pleasant, elusive. Why try to relate to culture instead of 
something that's much more tangible and concrete and practical and focus, like reducing harm where 
arguably you can believe the rubber meets the road.	
	
13:19	
Why is it that we make this kind of a broader attempt? It's really there as a confluence of considerations 
that have proven really compelling for us. And it starts with the phenomenological insight with this 
attempt to really understand the meaning of human lives by observing, and describing, and reflecting 
on, an inquiry more immediately on experience and experiences being in the world. In this intermingled 
and interdependent relationship In the interaction that we have, with our surroundings, not least the 
social, these other people that we are bound up together with our identity is really one of 
interconnectedness. Interpenetration in this pretty contrast between appreciating that and say a classic 
Cartesian dualism in which there's this very strict dichotomy, dichotomy between body and mind and 
between subject and object and there's a real detachment. Health, emotional gets this greater 
connection that we have with each other and emphasizes that and then there's this interesting 
hermeneutical perspective, where there's this quest to really understand and acknowledge that we are 
finite, incredible people.  
 
And then we really desperately need to listen and to learn to and to learn from each other to broaden 
their respective horizons, to be open to a lot of possibility. And we're really indebted to Gothenburg for 
his insights in this area. And then there is sort of what critical theory really, strongly emphasizes it as a 
tenant and that is the uncomfortable reality that there is a self-interest in self-control on the part of 
elites, and we need to be really reflexive and to recognize diversity than to seek to be inclusive and to 
really look at social justice and pursue equity. And it's deliberative democracy that has this contention 
for us that we need to be involved in, in the public conversation and promote that and that community 
collaboration doesn't really it ought not to privilege, technical expertise now. It's not to ignore it or hate 
it. But it's not to be regarded is the period ever determined it is solely decisive as necessarily superior 
and con and insufficient. And we're grateful to people like Habermas andTaylor in Canada for helping 
us in that regard and Next please. 
 
So within this this confluence of considerations that has proven compelling to us, we have this whole 
this whole thing of the humanistic education, encouraging critical reflection developing character, 
equipping people to be citizens who positively contribute to public well-being, Ernest Boyer in American 
post-secondary education has been very attentive to this in the past, as for example has said British 
environmental sustainability advocate Jonathan Porritt reminded us the purpose of post-secondary 
education as advanced education is really not just to prepare people for the world of work, but With the 
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work of the world and then there's this point cultural events, that really understanding culture is 
everything in our surroundings that has been socially transmitted this context of collective 
understanding that readily affects and colors, our ways of thinking, speaking, believing and behaving, 
that influences the way we do, why and how we do it. And it does so in ways that we are often not 
conscious of. We appreciate the people who have really helped us to recognize that and grapple with 
that understanding, though, that includes those in the other direction as well, it can that groups can 
shape and do reshape cultures, and that we can do that either by manipulating or collaborate. And the 
humanist approach to health promotion and education really does reject the sufficiency of a positivist 
mentality where we put an accent on causal accounts and employment of predicting instrumental, 
technical procedural reason and instead where we respecting the the real value of practical and moral 
or ethical reasoning about appropriate means that are really pursued for ends that are valued by the 
autonomous agents that are involved in themselves. And even the Canon has been particularly helpful 
for us in this regard. So now We come to our next set of questions here.	
	
18:22	
What strata of culture that we need to take into account? What aspects are layers? What implications 
do these layers have for efforts to change a culture? That would be another way of posing these 
questions here but you have the questions in front of you. So we're not really yet asking about specific 
action components or particular strategies or, or even areas for intervention such as the PEP-AH 
framework can help us with that about the traits and facets that would comprise and condition the 
cultural change process that is conducive to harm reduction among other positive outcomes. So these 
questions for your next breakouts, you'll have them in front of you through breakout it's there and we're 
assign them to groups right now and let you begin to grapple with this.  
 
Thanks we've, again really just yanked you back when you were really getting going with this. But it's, 
it's great for us to have an opportunity to really think together about culture, especially when we 
recognize that it's, it's, it is our environment. And as many have observed, and there are some beautiful 
metaphors that have been put forward about this, it's really something that is transparent to us, 
generally speaking, we don't see it. And yet it has this great influence upon it. So it's like the somebody 
said, the lenses through which we look at the world, or the water in which we all swim is fishing, and 
this kind of thing. So if you're able to help each other a tease through some aspects of this, that would 
be, that would be great. And we're going to proceed on in in our discussion of it. So the next slide, next 
slide, please.  
 
So how do we change a culture via health promotion? And it's, it's by being certain kinds of people, or 
doing certain sorts of things very deliberately. And this this first aspect of being respectful and then 
precedent, this is like a twofold prerequisite really, that we not only want to be curious and explored, 
and ask, but we want to do so in a very appreciative way. And thinking in terms of the dimensions or 
strata of a culture isn't really a matter of, to use an analogy of digging down from the more readily 
perceptible tangible surface features, through to the more deeply and most deeply deposited elements, 
expressions that are most difficult for us to expose and identify. So some aspects here that I want to do 
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this morning, is that we do that really by observing practices, and perceiving that there is meaning and 
purpose that is involved in those practices that can be recognized, and not just overlooked and ignored. 
These are the the most accessible dimensions or, or layer of culture for us to look at and appreciate 
and recognize and begin to understand.  
 
And then there's the whole matter of discourse can only be a discourse does reflect and reinforce 
attitudes and outlooks. And it can afford to be inspected for its prejudices, its bases, no discourses 
entirely objective, impartial, non impactful language shifts in both signal and we can invite change. And 
then there's been constructively critical about different values and ideals. Now, those are less apparent 
than in our practices are behaviors together on our discourse, and things that we say and speak with 
one another. But although they're a bit less apparent than that they're not the most deeply embedded 
yet. But they really can afford to be articulated in and examined, not just incurred. values and ideals are 
worthy objects of exploration. In contrast to an empirical focus on just hard data and facts. These are 
really broader based priorities about meaning and morality that affect second order reflection on our 
personal or individual desires and wishes and wants, and we can afford to be critical about those. And 
then we come to really the deepest, most substandard sort of scrutiny to certainly when we're looking at 
notions about human nature, behavior, connections, that really involve us in probing and penetrating	
	
23:19	
and asking questions about ourselves and others in exposing some of these conceptual underpinnings. 
These tacit acceptances is less than more conscious persuasions, and really examining if we're going 
to get to understand and appreciate the culture, we've got to dig deep in effect, without the space. So, 
in this A, B and B, we have to be collectively engaged. And that is in contrast to just focusing on some 
particular target audience that is in a perceived deficit are regarded as mere recipients are passive 
objects of our intervention, people to be acted on. So this is really about building relationships. It's 
about partnering, it's inviting and it's eliciting It's learning together. And if we're going to really be 
appreciative of diverse experience, it doesn't mean that we're not necessarily going to become more in 
agreement with other views, or more in approval of them. But there's going to be a recognition or 
receptivity, instead of a presumption, or ignorance or difference or just dismissal. And there's going to 
be a different body of evidence, a different sort of, it's going to have to be taken into account here, in 
terms of really grappling with culture in this respect in the various spaces, Richards expressed by those 
around us, who we are part of in varying sorts of degrees and rates. This is a collaborative approach, 
just in contrast to when it's really about control and imposition. like to hear more about interviewing next 
week, but the comparison with Motivational Interviewing, and it's real commitment to partnering with 
alongside someone with them towards outcomes that are desirable that other person and just move 
that level, in contrast to individual conversations, and and this is what culture change is all about, if 
we're pursuing it from the motion, vantage point. And then I think dialogic, next slide, because we really 
want to probe that whole thing. So here's your next set of questions for you. Why dialogic, and these 
are the questions that are there. How do we best grapple with with that? So go right ahead to your 
discussion groups again, and try to take up those questions, please. Okay, so we brought you back 
again, here, and we want to just go a little bit further, in terms of appreciating dialogue is, I would say, 
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an inherent aspect of consistent health promotion. And, really, dialogue is a very particular manner of 
communicating. It's two way conversations where people really listen to each other. And that reflects an 
underlying way of being with people relating to others, it's an orientation to others, in which we're really 
seeking hard to understand. So it's, it's a situation in which we're bringing people together, we're 
identifying the bytes, we're trying to build bridges, we're trying to put ourselves as much as possible in 
other's shoes. And this, this openness to possibility is so important there, rather than really presuming 
we know it all. We have a perfect handle on things, we need to persuade others of what we see, no, 
we're opening, opening ourselves up to really examining our own assumptions, as well as others. And 
seeing that we may be able to broaden our horizons and envision different possibilities that were 
available to us beforehand. This whole dialogue.	
	
27:31	
character is about appreciating Diversity and practicing empathy, as we said, and how we can really 
see our fellow human beings as that they are our peers, they are our partners, they are in this with us 
together. And we have this opportunity to work at it together. And that's where this notion of really 
honoring and applying equality comes out with in all of this so strongly. It's not that we necessarily think 
we're going to come to you in an interview or anything quite like that. It's not likely. That's not our 
agenda. But we're seeking to have the kind of consensus to this that we can proceed collectively with 
continued sensitivity to the Diversity of minors and minorities. So really, when it comes to what, what 
can we really do, what concerns the forefront of practice dialogue, we're providing for safe exchange 
summarizes everything in in a way. It's how can we create the situations, the context, the spaces in 
which people are really strongly invited in feel very welcomed to share and to do so in a way that was 
really confident where they can be open and have safe exchange. And so we have some seats or 
resources that will make available after the webinar for you to consider about dialog that go into this at 
greater, much greater rate. Next, please	
	
29:16	
So, for us, thinking of the campus community in particular, among other intended benefits, there are 
very broad and directed strategies to improve well-being overall well-being that can have like a natural 
byproduct, as it were a very positive effect on substances patterns and outcomes, since that substance 
use is never really a separate, isolated domain that is attached from others of life, but instead, it's really 
very much influenced by them. And recognition of that helps us to think in terms of health production in 
a very broad way, rather than just in terms of very specific things related to particular incidences of use, 
and that sort of thing. So here by broad community level initiatives, and thinking about the sorts of 
things that supply the social glue, that help people to navigate and cope, and they provide a good 
experience, because when we think about it, those are some of the drivers of substance use, and 
alcohol use, in particular, in various people's experiences and in various group experiences. And so if 
we have initiatives that seek to do those things, they're going to affect substance use as well. Next, 
please. So here again, some quick questions for you to take up in breakouts, do your best if and as you 
can, and thinking just in terms of these broad community efforts, how can our campus build 
relationships make the system more user friendly, make the post-secondary experience more 
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meaningful and rewarding. Okay, picking up further here. Then, in our guide, for example, we see an 
outline three aspects to collective harm reduction efforts that reflect health promotion things. And these 
are nurturing community, promoting literacy and attending to settings. We view them as integral, 
intertwined, bound up with each other. The one aspect is being pursued in the health promotion 
manner. The other facets are involved, they're part and parcel of it. And without having named them 
earlier, we can realize them retrospect that they're operating in broad campus efforts to supply the 
social glue to help people navigate the system to make their experience more enriching. Also, direction 
not just to those broader community initiatives, but to strategies that explicitly address campus 
members substances, whether in general, or in particular, such as use of alcohol. Next slide. 
 
So right away here, some more questions for you. A popular health promotion perspective, improve our 
policy processes and positions, are standing services and supports are event oriented, protected 
provisions that we think of the kinds of things that we do in relation to substances want to do, how can 
health promotion perspective, improve that if it's really simple to nurture community, to promote literacy, 
and to really attend to Settings? Go ahead into this. Okay. So our harm reduction guide harm reduction 
guide to campus communities, if you haven't had a chance to check it out already, and would like to do 
so you can get to it through the Healthy Minds Healthy Campuses website, healthycampuses.ca. But it 
does the list of alcohol specific strategies that the campus communities can pursue. And of course, the 
PEP-AH framework results from as well. But here you have before you some questions to take with you 
as we're posing in relation to all sorts of actions you might consider and pursue. And that is, how well 
and how better could our campus efforts to reduce our harm from alcohol use achieve these respects 
fostering and strengthening, connection belonging, nurturing community, how we're really succeeding 
in terms of building capacity and enhancing the ability of our campus personnel to manage and improve 
their health. And how well are we relating to contexts of use so that we're doing so in a manner that's 
really relevant and constructive.	
	
34:13	
Thenext question comes, well, if that's what we're really concerned about, that's what we really ought to 
be concerned about. How do we gauge how well we're doing? What are the kinds of what are the really 
appropriate markers? How do we look for progress in these kinds of initiatives and aspects? And 
there's a real challenge. And it's not the simple sorts of ways that we might think in terms of trying to 
assess the level of community cohesion that we are creating across the diversity that we have in trying 
to really measure the increased capacity that we're seeking to generate for people in responsible use 
and the increased level of mutual support among women. And how do we really assess whether we're 
not achieving situations context settings of use that are, are not just simply safer, but are more 
satisfying for people? And we can spend a whole webinar on this at the very topic of a lot of discussion 
time for you together amongst yourselves about it. But really, this is about how do we produce a 
community? How do we shape a community that promotes transparency and accountability, shared 
purpose and inclusivity, connectedness, engaged participation, justice, and equity, those things that 
we've been talking about already? It's really often a very gradual thing. It's incremental. It's a 
progressive attainment.  
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And that's the way it is actually with enhanced literacy as well, in which we're seeking to really cultivate 
skills and develop them that it's an ongoing question. We're seeking engaged, increased ownership 
around this. And so engaged involvement in upholding standards. And seeing that as something that 
can be very casual and informal in routine and collective and aspirational, versus really tight sorts of 
formal constrained confrontational enforcement measures and methods, we're really trying to produce 
ruling adherence rather than constrain compliance to the sorts of things that we're doing in our 
communities. And, of course, we're looking for a reduced experience of harm from the frequency and 
severity, and reduce reliance on professional services. So there's a lot of measures that are really 
asked for these kinds of outcomes. But they're not going to be strictly quantitative. And we're going to 
have to try this to get greater depth in the kinds of ways we explore and try to understand these things. 
Next slide.  
 
So one thing I’ll say briefly before finishing that, just while this is still in front of me, this means that 
we're going to have to really engage in talking with the people who are involved. And we're going to 
have to really try to look and see how we picture and capture shifts that are happening, our thinking and 
our orientation and our attitudes, their stances and our practices. And we've been grappling with 
responsive evaluation as a way to do this. And it really means listening to people and collecting stories 
and in trying to share the kind of transformation that's happening through the process. And that will 
include the transformation of our collective conversation or public discourse and feature events that 
happen and so on. So really, it's it's looking at this and I always write tend to post this one happened in 
one of my presentations, because I think it captures what we're really looking for and striving for. I 
would encourage you in all the records, I know that in various sorts of ways, intuitively, this is what 
you're trying to achieve. And I trust the person, some real encouragement in that regard and in all of 
your efforts. So I think that brings us pretty much to the end here. And I want to thank you for your 
patience. And in the last few moments that we have we just want to remind you of the fact that there will 
be two more webinars in this series, the one coming up next week, that Healthy Campus 
Saskatchewan will be hosting in regards to Motivational Interviewing and applying that in our in our 
peer support programs. And then two weeks beyond that Healthy Campus Alberta will be hosting with 
the particular topic that's there about really thinking through the effect develop How in our in our	
	
39:12	
campuses, in our communities in our lives, and a lot of issues related to that. So you can see more of 
that from the registration page for the series. And we hope to see you that those events. There will be a 
an evaluation survey that will be sent out to you fairly soon after this webinar concludes. And we 
appreciate it if you would respond to that. And of course, that by all means, send in any questions and 
comments that you have about this one. And we certainly look forward to learning from that, along with 
you and we want to wish you all the best in all of your ongoing efforts. And I think that does it for me in 
terms of what I'm responsible for today. Thank you once again, to all of you who participated today.	


